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(1994). "List of designated primary medical care health professional shortage areas (HPSAs); list of
withdrawals from primary medical care HPSA designation--HHS. Notice." Federal Register 59(14): 3412-
507.

This notice provides two lists. The first is a list of all areas, population groups, or facilities
designated as primary medical care health professional shortage areas (HPSAs) as of August 31,
1993. Second is a list of previously designated primary medical care HPSAs that have been found to
no longer meet the HPSA criteria and therefore are being withdrawn from the HPSA list. HPSAs are
designated or withdrawn by the Secretary of Health and Human Services (HHS) under the authority
of section 332 of the Public Health Service Act.


American Dental Association: Council on Dental Health and Health Planning (1980). Strategies for Dental
Society Participation in shortage area designations and National Health Service Corps Assignments.
American Dental Association.
Provides in-depth discussion of the shortage designation criteria in use in 1980, the process of
applying for a NHSC placement, and the role that local dental societies can play in improving the
accuracy of the data on which such decisions are made, facilitating local communities in their
application process, as well as questioning designation decisions made on the basis of weak or
inaccurate data.

Association.

American Dental Association (2002). Access to Care. ADA Website. Available at:

London, Quintessence Publishing.
Ultimately, the application of any preventive intervention is driven by a combination of individual
behaviors, community interventions, and profession- al practice. This is one of the few studies have
taken into account all three spheres of action in determining health outcomes in a community.
Provides extensive discussion of theoretical considerations and methodological issues at stake in
planning oral health intervention strategies

Aved, B. M. (1996). Strategies to Increase Access to Dental Services in Rural California, Preventive Dental
Systems, Inc: 25.
This report presents a set of recommendations to increase access to dental services for residents of
rural California, particularly low-income families and children. The recommendations were
developed by a broad base of health care leaders convened from across the state.

This report indicates that there is sufficient reason to believe that an omnibus evaluation of the need
for dental care, although essentially judgmental, nonetheless provides a meaningful indication of the
relative urgency for seeking care. The evaluation may then be studied in relation to various
demographic and socioeconomic features. Such analysis is the subject of the findings subsequently
presented in this report.


October 2002 1
This paper examines organized dentistry's responsibility for informing the public about changing patterns of oral disease. The public is divided into two groups: governments and other organizations that are responsible for allocating funds for dental treatment, education and research, and the general population that is eligible to use dental services. Some governments in industrialized countries apparently believe that with the decline in caries, monies for dentistry can be reduced without affecting the oral health of the population. This assumption can be challenged, since oral disease levels in lower socioeconomic class groups and the elderly continue to be very high. Further, the goals of the dental care system should be raised to eliminate edentulosity. Dentistry needs to make the public aware that adequate care for the poor and elderly and eliminating edentulosity will require increased support for dentistry. At the patient level, regular users of care who are healthy should be informed that more frequent visits and complex services may have little effect on oral health. In contrast, infrequent users of dental care should be made aware that dentistry has the technology to prevent disease and the loss of teeth. One phase in the history of dentistry is coming to an end but another is beginning. In the new era the dental profession can make even greater contributions to the quality of life of individuals and society.


Beagrie, G. S. (1986). "Dental manpower. An F.D.I./W.H.O. viewpoint." J Can Dent Assoc 52(1): 52-5. Although other educational facilities are needed for developing the oral health manpower team, universities have the primary role in educating the dentist. The need for a curriculum based on fundamental research which is responsive to the needs of society is essential for the future development of the profession. Oral health manpower plans should be dependent upon the type of service designed for a country and an appropriate mix of manpower should be developed. By the collection, monitoring and interpretation of epidemiological data, universities have a major role to play in the forecasting of trends. Relevance of programs within universities in health matters must be made more apparent to the community, especially when financial restriction in both health services and higher education are being felt. A national planning program, centrally managed to include national associations, government, universities and interested parties, is essential if the relevance of oral health manpower is to be maintained.

Beagrie, G. S. (1988). "The responsibilities and role of universities in dental manpower." Int Dent J 38(1): 51-5. Although other educational facilities are needed for developing the oral health manpower team, universities have the primary role in educating the dentist. The need for a curriculum based on fundamental research which is responsive to the needs of society is essential for the future development of the profession. Oral health manpower plans should be dependent upon the type of service designed for a country and an appropriate mix of manpower should be developed. By the collection, monitoring and interpretation of epidemiological data, universities have a major role to play in the forecasting of trends. Relevance of programs within universities in health matters must be made more apparent to the community, especially when financial restriction in both health services and higher education are being felt. A national planning program, centrally managed to include national associations, government, universities and interested parties, is essential if the relevance of oral health manpower is to be maintained.
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play in the forecasting of trends. Relevance of programmes within universities in health matters must be made more apparent to the community, especially when financial restriction in both health services and higher education are being felt. A national planning programme, centrally managed to include national associations, government, universities and interested parties, is essential if the relevance of oral health manpower is to be maintained.


BACKGROUND: The national dentist-to-population ratio is expected to decline during the next decade. The Wisconsin Dental Association undertook a study to determine the impact of this decline on the future supply of and demand for dental care in Wisconsin. METHODS: Using state and national data, the researchers estimated the number of dentists leaving and entering the state for the years 2001 through 2010. Then, using multivariate regression equations, the researchers estimated expected changes in dentists' productivity, the growth of the Wisconsin population and increases in utilization of dental services for the next 10 years. From these data, they determined the number of dentists needed in 2010 to maintain the current level of access. They assessed several strategies for increasing the number of dentists in the state. RESULTS: Wisconsin will have 297 fewer dentists in 2010 than it did in 2000. However, with increases in dentists' productivity of 1.8 percent per year, a slowly growing Wisconsin population (0.42 percent per year) and modest increases in utilization (0.82 percent per year), Wisconsin will need only 194 additional dentists to maintain current levels of access. The authors examined several options for increasing the number of dentists and their productivity, including increasing the number of Wisconsin (vs. out-of-state) students enrolled at Marquette University School of Dentistry, Milwaukee, employing more auxiliaries and using risk-based scheduling for recall patients. CONCLUSIONS: Wisconsin will have fewer dentists in 2010 than in 2000, but current levels of access can be maintained by implementing modest changes in the selection of dental students at Marquette, in the use of dental auxiliaries and in patient scheduling. CLINICAL IMPLICATIONS: With the national dentist-to-population ratio declining, each state should assess how its supply and demand for dental care will change in the next 10 years. If substantial supply-and-demand imbalances exist, options for correcting the imbalances need to be considered.


The usefulness of manpower projections are reviewed and methodologies for projecting are reviewed. Estimates of current (1975) and projected (1990) surpluses and deficits of dentists are presented for Illinois. The model used to derive these estimates has the following characteristics. 1. Only generally available data are used. 2. Mortality rates of dentists, production and retention of new dentists, dental productivity by age, and immigration of dentists are all accounted for. 3. It is assumed that the distribution of new dentists in the future will be similar to the distribution of currently practicing dentists. 4. The assumptions regarding the demand variables of dental productivity and patient visits per person per year can be varied according to the specific situation.


The objective of this pilot study was to examine the predictability of the relation between the status of dentition in a population and the amount of treatment provided. The regression equation generated by the authors to estimate treatment time from a modified DMFT was able to predict actual treatment time with an error of only 8.69 minutes per patient. While pilot in nature, these data speak to the feasibility of using hard epidemiological data to generate accurate personnel requirements.
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The purpose of this analysis is to compare three different statistical models for predicting children likely to be at risk of developing dental caries over a 3-yr period. Data are based on 4117 children who participated in the University of North Carolina Caries Risk Assessment Study, a longitudinal study conducted in the Aiken, South Carolina, and Portland, Maine areas. The three models differed with respect to either the types of variables included or the definition of disease outcome. The two "Prediction" models included both risk factor variables thought to cause dental caries and indicator variables that are associated with dental caries, but are not thought to be causal for the disease. The "Etiologic" model included only etiologic factors as variables. A dichotomous outcome measure--none or any 3-yr increment, was used in the "Any Risk Etiologic model" and the "Any Risk Prediction Model". Another outcome, based on a gradient measure of disease, was used in the "High Risk Prediction Model". The variables that are significant in these models vary across grades and sites, but are more consistent among the Etiologic model than the Predictor models. However, among the three sets of models, the Any Risk Prediction Models have the highest sensitivity and positive predictive values, whereas the High Risk Prediction Models have the highest specificity and negative predictive values. Considerations in determining model preference are discussed.


The purpose of this analysis is to compare three different statistical models for predicting children likely to be at risk of developing dental caries over a 3-yr period. Data are based on 4117 children who participated in the University of North Carolina Caries Risk Assessment Study, a longitudinal study conducted in the Aiken, South Carolina, and Portland, Maine areas. The three models differed with respect to either the types of variables included or the definition of disease outcome. The two "Prediction" models included both risk factor variables thought to cause dental caries and indicator variables that are associated with dental caries, but are not thought to be causal for the disease. The "Etiologic" model included only etiologic factors as variables. A dichotomous outcome measure--none or any 3-yr increment, was used in the "Any Risk Etiologic model" and the "Any Risk Prediction Model". Another outcome, based on a gradient measure of disease, was used in the "High Risk Prediction Model". The variables that are significant in these models vary across grades and sites, but are more consistent among the Etiologic model than the Predictor models. However, among the three sets of models, the Any Risk Prediction Models have the highest sensitivity and positive predictive values, whereas the High Risk Prediction Models have the highest specificity and negative predictive values. Considerations in determining model preference are discussed.


Examines the primary studies which have contributed to dental care research. By reviewing background information, lays a foundation for the review of the current empirical evidence, which examines the effect of dental insurance coverage on the oral health of the American population, as well as the utilization and demand for dental services. Raises questions and implications for future research and practice.


If medical manpower planning is to be successful in terms of providing the correct future manpower levels to produce the desired (efficient) health care services then the planners must recognise the ultimate objectives of the provision of health care services and the production relationship between
the services provided (inputs) and the effects on patient health status (outputs). Furthermore the planning of medical manpower should not be done in isolation under the implicit assumption that other important inputs will be available as required but should be part of an overall planning process for the future production of improvements in health status. Having determined the objectives for outputs the future levels of different types of manpower will depend on the identification of the efficient mix of inputs. In addition the values of other variables influencing the production relationship (e.g. trends in the consumption of certain goods) should be considered in the planning process since observed trends show that they do not remain constant over time.


To develop a method of allocating publicly funded health care resources among communities according to their relative levels of need for health care independent of their current patterns of use. DESIGN: For each health care program population mean levels of resource allocation were calculated and were adjusted for age and sex to produce a national age- and sex-adjusted share of program resources. Indices of relative need for health care (for most programs the standardized mortality ratio) were derived from existing data on aspects of illness and death and were then used to weight the age- and sex-adjusted shares for between-community differences in health risks and health care needs. SETTING: The populations of the 49 counties in Ontario were used as the communities among which resources were allocated. Health care expenditures in 1988-89 by the Ontario Ministry of Health were used as the "budget." MAIN RESULTS: Age- and sex-adjusted resource allocations weighted for between-community differences in health care needs differed from allocations based on population size, in certain cases by up to 100%. CONCLUSION: Existing data can be used to propose allocations of health care resources that relate to relative levels of need for care across communities.


Paper compares the use of a non-mortality based proxy for relative needs for healthcare among regional populations with a mortality based proxy for population relative needs and goes on to evaluate the additional value of a proxy based on a combination of non-mortality and mortality based proxies. The socioeconomic proxy developed in this study provides a closer correlation to the self assessed health of the populations under study than a mortality based proxy, and the combination measure was the most accurate of the three.


Discussion of the legislative and methodological histories of oral health personnel planning in the United States. History begins with the military planning during World War Two and concludes with the Loan Repayment and NHSC legislation of the 1970's. Discusses terms, methodologies, politics and policy implications.


This paper explores the history of forecasting in dentistry and then focuses on several major forecasting techniques, briefly examining the basic assumptions, data requirements, and strengths and weaknesses of each. In discussing the issues involved in forecasting, the paper isolates three perspectives held by forecasters; health status, social need, and economic. Each approach defines the critical concept of "adequate supply" in a different way. Other issues addressed include: who should engage in forecasting; what methods should be employed; is it worth the effort to forecast.
requirements for dental specialists; should forecasting be done for small areas; and what is the "political" reality of forecasting.

This report evaluates the usefulness of the Dental Requirements Model created by Vector Research Incorporated under contract from HRSA. The model estimates the FTE dentist requirements to provide care to children with coverage by the State Children's Health Insurance Program. The report finds that the DRM represents a useful tool, in a user friendly format, that can assist in state level planning efforts.

This report summarizes the findings from a 2001 survey of licensed dentists in Wisconsin. The report describes the supply, distribution, and characteristics of Wisconsin dentists as well as their participation in Medicaid, volunteer work, and retirement plans.

The purpose of this paper is to critically examine different models for forecasting dental personnel requirements. The article focuses on supply-based, demand-based, and econometric modeling. The authors take specific examples of each model, and then conduct retrospective analyses to ascertain which was the most accurate model of the dental market. The conclusion, however, is that the "accuracy" of these models is difficult to assess in the absence of a clear statement of values. Dentists will account for adequacy in a different way than a public health (needs-based) approach. Thus, the yardstick for "accuracy" will remain a subject for debate among different interest groups.

Discusses various different techniques for forecasting dental health personnel requirements that have been and continue to be used. Authors discuss the pros and cons of demand based, need based, and supply based forecasting methods, and provide specific examples from American dental health policy to document their analysis.

Discussion of dental personnel studies conducted in Minnesota during the late 1970's. Article discusses methodological considerations, values, and the role to be played by dentists in assessing personnel requirements.


This study examined six shortage area indicators and compared all to demand/utilization data to determine which studies most accurately predicted areas with low utilization and high need. It was found that the MUA indicator was the most cost efficient means of designating shortages.
This paper discusses the primary goals, methods, and values implied by a public dentistry perspective. The author pays particular attention to the need for community based preventive methodologies and of the central meaning of assuring equal access independent of financial means. The ultimate goal of this perspective is to prevent all oral disease in a given population.

The bases for the construction of sociodental indicators is discussed in the paper, considering several indexes of oral health status (dental caries, periodontal disease, malocclusion, oral hygiene, and other oral conditions) as well as measures of quality of services.

Early, seminal article discussing demand, supply, and personnel requirements in the oral health arena. Article provides data on the dental workforce from 1950-1970, documents increasing demand for services as well as decrease in supply. Authors offer a number of analytical strategies for defining shortage as well as suggesting policy solutions to said shortages.

As a public health agency, the Indian Health Service (IHS) must plan for the needs of the entire American Indian and Alaskan Native (AI/AN) population and distribute resources as equitably as possible. To facilitate this process, the IHS has developed a manpower planning model to provide for the distribution of dental providers based upon the dental needs of the AI/AN population and within the limits of annual appropriations of funds. This paper briefly describes the original IHS Dental Program manpower planning model and the development of modifications over time. The need-based approach to manpower planning developed by the IHS Dental Program has exhibited utility and flexibility over time. It allows a determination of clinic size (number of peratories) and dental staffing requirements, and may be generalizable to other public health programs if an accurate assessment of utilization rate and treatment need can be made for the defined population. Nonetheless, the availability of resources in public programs is subject to the compromises inherent in the political process; thus, the use of a manpower planning model alone may not be sufficient to ensure the equitable distribution of dental resources and dental providers.

Discussion of the need for a standardized instrument for assessing the dental personnel requirements for a given population. The proposed program is inspired by the work conducted by a joint working group of the FDI/WHO. A questionnaire has already been designed and tested in seven countries, designed and implemented by the WHO.

Measuring geographic access to health care in rural areas is becoming increasingly important for decision making by local communities and for public policy. Lacking good access measures, judgments about the availability of rural health care services are often flawed and the resulting interventions misdirected. This article identifies alternative approaches to measuring geographic access to health care so that community leaders and other policymakers can make more informed
judgments about rural health services. It develops a framework to compare methods of measuring geographic access and uses this framework to compare studies with an emphasis on rural areas.


Paper describes Iowa's 1982 oral health survey conducted at 1/20th the cost of oral health surveys undertaken by other states. Survey made heavy use of volunteers, and kept survey instruments simple to apply. Authors note that while there are serious threats to the validity to this survey -- inter-rater reliability was not adequately assured -- the importance of the data outweighs the methodological flaws. Because of the prohibitively high cost of oral epidemiological surveys, very few states have undertaken them. The authors posit that Iowa provides an example of feasible way of conducting an oral needs assessment on a statewide basis.


Projected manpower requirements were studied to the year 2020 - approximately the working life for a dentist qualifying today. The authors point out that it must be right to attempt a systematic analysis of possibilities and probabilities, rather than basing plans for dental education on instincts and impressions. The conclusion which emerges from these projections is that the number of dentists being trained is probably not excessive in relation to projected levels of need and demand. However, there are major uncertainties, notably in forecasting population size, future levels of treatment take-up, and the profession's capacity to provide treatment, particularly as more women enter.


Projections of dental manpower requirements begin with a model of the need and demand for dental services. This paper proposes an approach to modeling the need for dental services that attempts to keep the number of parameters small and the flexibility of the model high by decomposing the problem.


Davis, M. (2000). "Pediatric dentistry workforce issues: a task force white paper." Pediatr Den 22(4): 331-5. The number of current practitioners, academicians, and researchers in Pediatric Dentistry is clearly not adequate to meet the need and demand. The shortage in academia is dire. Simply put, not enough pediatric dentists are being trained. The rate-limiting factor is the number of training positions. The American Academy of Pediatric Dentistry established a "Task Force on Work Force Issues" approximately 18 months ago and charged that group to seek methods for creating more training positions. This paper reflects the Task Force deliberations, documents the shortage of pediatric dental specialists, and recommends tactics for amelioration.
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The North Carolina Dental Manpower Study undertook to use epidemiological data on dental disease, data on practice productivity, and estimates of treatment needs to arrive at more useful measures of dental manpower requirements on a statewide and substate regional basis. As in all attempts to plan for health manpower, the North Carolina study relied upon a measure of subjective judgment pertaining to the treatment/services required to deal with certain dental conditions. These judgments, however, were representative of the conventional standards of practice in North Carolina at the time of the study. Though certain important factors necessary to a complete assessment of dental manpower requirements were not directly measured in the study (e.g., consumer demand), estimates of the volume increase in dental-office practice-productivity were derived for the major categories of dental procedures and conditions. In North Carolina this technique is thought to represent a more meaningful approach to dental manpower planning than the conventional manpower-to-population ratio.

In-depth analysis of the dental market, public dental health, and the use of different models for assessing oral health personnel requirements. Authors present both theoretical and practical examples of the models, and critically examine the utility/disutility of the models in their practical application.

A critical discussion of dental personnel requirements, the dental market, and the different ways in which policy makers attempt to model the dentistry market. The paper discusses the methodological difficulties posed by the study of the dental market, and the values that various summary measures imply. The authors argue for the importance of developing more extensive data sources on oral health needs and dentists' productivity, as well as the use of more sophisticated models out of which to develop policy recommendations.


Designation of Health Manpower Shortage Areas (HMSA's) plays a key role in federal programs to effect a redistribution of health manpower. Criteria for designating such areas were developed by the Department of Health, Education, and Welfare in accordance with guidelines provided in the Health Professions Educational Assistance Act of 1976. This report is the result of an evaluation of those criteria, conducted under contract with the Health Resources Administration.

Selected proceedings from 3 day DHEW sponsored workshop on Health Manpower Shortage Areas stimulated by the addition of Section 332 of the Public Health Service Act which called for the delineation of new shortage criteria that would reference need, specify population groups that are underserved, and allow for the designation of facilities that have personnel shortages. The three day workshop included, but was not limited to, discussions and speakers on the historical development of HMSA criteria, methodology, data availability, and administrative difficulties/requirements.
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Dolkart, D. (1978). "Dental planning information: more than a body count." J Am Dent Assoc 96(5): 776-80. Paper discusses the results of the ADA's research and development of the Dental Planning Information System. The DPIS was the ADA's attempt to create a comprehensive model for accurately assessing both supply and demand for dental services. It is hoped that this system will allow for more focused policy making aimed at improving the oral health of the poor. Unfortunately, this system is very cumbersome and requires a large amount of not-readily-available input data on which to base the analysis.

Douglass, C. W., D. Gillings, et al. (1983). "National trends in the prevalence and severity of the periodontal diseases." J Am Dent Assoc 107(3): 403-12. In summary, between the 1960 to 1962 national health survey and the 1971 to 1974 national health survey, the mean periodontal index scores remained unchanged. However, the classification of adults into broad disease categories showed that those with no evidence of disease increased significantly. This improvement in the nation's experience with the periodontal diseases was restricted to those with gingivitis, and a concomitant improvement was observed in the nation's oral hygiene status; debris scores decreased substantially, whereas little change was observed in calculus scores. Hypotheses have been raised in this paper about the decline in the prevalence of gingivitis and its possible association with variables such as OHI-S scores, socioeconomic status, dental care utilization, cigarette smoking, fluorides, and antibiotics. Also noted between the two surveys was a slight decrease in the prevalence of periodontal pockets in persons younger than age 35, whereas in persons older than 35, there was either no change or a slight increase. During this same period, both total loss of teeth and number of missing teeth per person decreased for all ages. A hypothesis is proposed that links this slight increase in the more severe signs of periodontal disease in older adults to an increase in the number of teeth at risk to the disease. The modest change in the prevalence and severity of advanced periodontal disease may be an early sign of a trend that will become accentuated as a result of a distinct increase in the nation's older population coupled with the increased retention of the natural dentition. Thus, it would seem that a decline in edentulism and an increase in number of teeth per person may well contribute to circumstances that will lead to greater, not lesser, risk of advanced periodontal disease problems in the later decades of life. Although this hypothesis may or may not hold true for today's younger adults as they age, it seems to be the likely occurrence for the nation's older adults, at least for the next several decades. A third national survey, using the same indexes and more current periodontal disease measures, is needed to help to clarify the trends reported here.


Eddie, S. and R. J. Elderton (1983). "Comparison of dental status determined in an epidemiological survey with prosthetic treatment received." Community Dent Oral Epidemiol 11(5): 271-7. The potential need for prosthetic treatment among 720 dentate Scottish subjects of the 1978 UK Adult Dental Health Survey, was assessed by applying treatment criteria to the epidemiological data. The need was compared with the prosthetic treatment that was received under the National Health Service within 1 and 3 yr. It was found that 220 people had a need for dentures. 12.7% of the people who attended a dentist with a prosthetic need received the predicted treatment within 1 yr and 21.3% within 3 yr. Considered at the community level, as would be the case when planning a service, only 10% of those with a predicted need received the predicted treatment within 3 yr. 5.1% of the whole sample received more than the predicted treatment. This included 25 of the 500 people for whom the criteria predicted no need for dentures. 25.3% of the sample received less treatment than predicted.
Taken overall, these findings indicate that the amount of prosthetic treatment demanded in the community was 28.6% of the amount predicted by the epidemiological survey. It would seem that prosthetic services in Scotland should be planned on this basis.

Patterns of clinical care are closely linked to the nature of diseases in the population. During the past decade, the nature of both dental caries and periodontitis has undergone a transformation that has implications for dental practice. Especially in younger cohorts, the overall need for extensive restorative and periodontal treatment is much reduced, compared with that of prior generations.
CONCLUSIONS: Over the next several decades, there will be a slowly declining per-capita need for restorative and surgical care. The overall mix of services will continue to shift toward diagnostic and preventive services. PRACTICE IMPLICATIONS: At least in terms of today's conventional dental care, each provider in the future should be able to manage the oral health care needs of larger numbers of patients than is possible today.

The purpose of this exploratory study was to determine differences exist among rural counties with respect to perceived health needs. It is the author's belief that, though comprehensive approaches are useful, it important to bear in mind the variation among rural communities when it comes to implementing comprehensive programs applied statewide.

In an attempt to limit its health care expenditures, Ontario is, as one option, exploring the possibilities of a capitated system for service delivery payments as opposed to the present mixture of global budgets and fee-for-service. After reviewing the literatures on capitation (primarily American) and on resource allocation (primarily British), the paper sets out to establish a capitation rate, based on 'need' and not prior use, for a range of health services in the northern Ontarian community of Fort Frances-Rainy River. The difficulties and limitations of the needs-based approach are explored. The results reported show the setting of the local population characteristics against provincial average health care utilization data to generate expected use rates, which are then adjusted for need and other factors, particularly relative costs and scarcity. Finally these adjusted rates are applied to current provincial expenditures to derive a target share. This target is then expressed in relation to the planning population to derive the capitation rate.

OBJECTIVE--To review the major forecasts of physician supply and physician requirements. DATA SOURCES--English-language medical literature on physician manpower published between 1980 and 1990, identified from journal articles selected through searches of the MEDLINE and Health Planning and Administration databases using the search formulations physician supply, health manpower--physicians, and physician manpower. STUDY SELECTION--Sources were selected if they were repeatedly cited and provided quantitative projections. DATA EXTRACTION--Each study was reviewed for its quantitative projections and to identify its methodological assumptions. DATA SYNTHESIS--All forecasts point to a steadily increasing physician supply and, with one exception, suggest that supply will exceed requirements in the year 2000. The estimates of physician supply across studies varied primarily because of differing assumptions about entrance rates into the profession and the size and clinical work load of specific categories of physicians: researchers, teachers, administrators, residents, and women. The estimates of physician requirements were more volatile because of differences in the basic approach and assumptions about future growth and
market structure. CONCLUSIONS--Even though the measurement of entrance and exit rates from the profession is a generally accepted approach to forecasting supply, apparently minor disagreements on assumptions create large discrepancies between forecasts over time. There is no accepted approach to forecasting physician requirements.


The Econometric Model of the Dental Sector forecasts a broad range of dental sector variables, including dental care prices; the amount of care produced and consumed; employment of hygienists, dental assistants, and clericals; hours worked by dentists; dental incomes; and number of dentists. These forecasts are based upon values specified by the user for the various factors which help determine the supply and demand for dental care, such as the size of the population, per capita income, the proportion of the population covered by private dental insurance, the cost of hiring clericals and dental assistants, and relevant government policies. In a test of its reliability, the model forecast dental sector behavior quite accurately for the period 1971 through 1977.


Noting the absence of unified data on the supply and demand of allied health practitioners in New York State, a study was conducted at the State University of New York at Stony Brook of 16 professional groups. The study consisted of a statewide census; a market survey of professional leaders, hospitals, long-term care facilities, and practicing professionals; and an analysis of educational programs available and minority enrollment in those programs. The results indicated that, in general, the supply and demand for the services of allied health professionals in New York State are in rough equilibrium, with some shortages in rural and inner-city locations. It was further noted that while the educational institutions are preparing adequate numbers of professionals to meet the employment demand, minority groups are significantly underrepresented in the enrollment figures.


Study compared shortage designations made on the basis of the IMU criteria with professional opinions of local physicians on the level of need and degree of personnel shortages. There was a large discrepancy found between the two, though there was a relationship documented.


Population-to-practitioner ratios have long been the primary index in the designation of health manpower shortage areas. This paper documents that application of the widely used population-to-dentist index results in understatement of the need for dental health manpower in rural areas. Through the analysis of utilization data collected from a statewide health screening program in Colorado, the practice of sole reliance on the population-to-dentist indices as an indicator of need was tested. Another measure, the area-(square miles)-to-dentist ratio was formulated, examined, and found to be a more useful referent of the need for additional health manpower in rural areas. Utilization of dental services in sparsely settled rural counties of Colorado was unrelated to population-to-dentist ratios. A strong, statistically significant association of utilization with land area-to-dentist ratios was found. The findings of this analysis suggest a need for reevaluation of needs assessment methodologies used in the designation of health manpower shortage areas. Indices
more sensitive to consumer circumstance than to the number of health care providers available must be considered.

GAO (1994). Role of Title VII/VIII Programs in Improving Access to Care is Unclear. Washington, DC, United States General Accounting Office.

An appropriate supply and distribution of health professionals is vital to ensuring that all Americans have adequate access to health care. In fiscal year 1993, the Congress provided nearly $354 million for 42 health professions training programs that would further this goal. Thirty of these programs, established under Titles VII and VIII of the Public Health Service Act, are aimed at improving access to health care by (1) increasing the supply of primary care providers and other health professionals, (2) improving their representation in rural and medically underserved areas, and (3) improving minority representation in the health professions.

As it debates health care reform, the Congress is considering strategies such as those contained in Title VII and VIII to increase the number of primary care providers and improve access to care in underserved areas. The 1992 amendments reauthorizing Title VII and VIII require us to report on the effectiveness of these strategies and programs. Therefore, we focused our review on determining how: available data have shown that changes in the supply, distribution, and minority representation of health professionals have been effective in creating greater access to health care in rural and underserved areas, and evaluations have shown that these changes were attributable to Title VII and VIII programs.

RESULTS IN BRIEF

Over the past decade, the supply of nearly all health professions has increased faster than the population. For most health professions, however, data are not available to demonstrate whether this increased supply has translated into more access to care in rural and underserved areas. For the two professions with the most data available-primary care physicians and general dentists-supply has increased in many rural areas but not in those urban and rural areas where the greatest shortages exist. Our findings are similar for minority recruitment; although the number of minorities in the health professions is increasing, data are inconclusive to support HHS' premise that further increases will improve access to health care for underserved populations.

While almost $2 billion has been provided for 30 Title VII and VIII programs in the last 10 years, evaluations have not shown that these programs had a significant effect on those changes that have occurred in the supply, distribution, and minority representation of health professionals. Often evaluations have not addressed these issues, and those that did had difficulty establishing a cause-and-effect relationship. Such a relationship is difficult to establish because the programs have other objectives besides improving supply, distribution, and minority recruitment and because no common outcome goals or measurements has been established. Schools have used the broad discretion allowed under Title VII and VIII to address other objectives, such as changing curricula to respond to emerging local or national health issues. The Congress recently took action to target Title VII and VIII funding more specifically for primary care and underserved areas, but these actions are not likely to have much impact, at least in the short run.


GAO report discussing the methodological problems inherent to the MUA/P and HPSA methodologies. Study concludes that an entirely new methodology is called for if health resources are to be accurately targeted at underserved populations.


In-depth analysis of the access barriers faced by the poor who need dental care. Focus is on the lack of dentists willing to take Medicaid or low-income clients and the market-based reasons that such a
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disparity in oral health access exists between wealthy and poor citizens. Article also describes a number of federal and state programs intended to address the disparity and critiques their sufficiency.


The purpose of this literature review is to illustrate the use of dentist-to-population ratios, need-based models, and demand based models in the determination of appropriate supply of dental personnel. The need to plan for dental health personnel is rooted in the ethical imperative to use limited health resources appropriately. The government's role in dental health personnel planning is, in part, to ensure that adequate care is received by consumers in an efficient manner.


Previous studies in medicine and dentistry document wide variations in service rates across small areas, large regions, and providers. The practice patterns of providers and underlying differences in patient need are thought to be important sources of this variation. To control for variation in patient needs, we calculated service rates of 200 general dentists in Washington state based on a homogeneous, well-educated, upper-middle-class population of patients. Wide variations were found in the rate for many dental services. Dentists' practice beliefs and characteristics of the practice were sources of variation in the rates. The evidence is insufficient to determine whether undertreatment of overtreatment occurred among dentists with the lowest and highest expenditures per patient, respectively. However, the perceived oral health status of adult patients was lower in practices with the lowest total expenditures per patient than in practices with the highest total expenditures per patient, suggesting the undertreatment of adult patients in the lowest-expenditure practices may have occurred.


A description of the different oral health programs currently administered by HRSA. The article goes on to suggest future directions for oral public health and argues that currently there are not enough DHPSA's making use of available program benefits.


Report discussing the rationale and methodological issues considered in the construction of the IMU indicator used in the designation of Medically Underserved Areas/Populations.
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   Use of the population per-dentist ratio to detect surplus and shortage areas has several deficiencies. The ideal ratio is unknown, the assumption that dentists are equally productive is misleading, and the demand for services varies from one location to another. This paper tests the use of another test statistic, articulated in a paper by Mumma, against the population-to-provider ratio and against the dental busyness index. Mumma's index appears better suited to identifying shortage areas.

   This paper is an attempt to model the impact of changes to the supply/productivity of dentists upon the oral health of the population. By looking at health -- rather than demand or need -- the authors hold that their model makes novel predictions and provides a different perspective on the goals policy makers should have in mind as they grapple with supply issues.


   Article discussing the oral health personnel requirements in Canada, from a report presented to the Canadian Dental Association. Discusses the effect and import of reduced caries prevalence, increased numbers of dentists, and the variation in utilization rates/disease prevalence in the Canadian Provinces. Discusses how these factors should impact policy decisions, personnel requirements.

   The purpose of the guidebook is to further the NHSC's goal to increase the number of underserved communities eligible for NHSC assistance and to increase access to dental health professional services in those underserved areas. The guidebook separately addresses each type of dental HPSA, describing each step in the process and suggesting available resources.

   This notice provides lists of all areas, population groups, and facilities designated as primary medical care, mental health, and dental health professional shortage areas (HPSAs) as of March 31, 1997. HPSAs are designated or withdrawn by the Secretary of Health and Human Services (HHS) under the authority of section 322 of the Public Health Service (PHS) Act.

HRSA (2001). Primary Care Service Area Project, Health Services and Resources Administration. 2002.
   The goal of the PCSA project is to provide information about primary care resources and populations within small, standardized areas that reflect patients' utilization patterns. The definition of PCSA boundaries and description of these areas will be contained within a database linked to a geographic information system (GIS) to allow federal, state, and academic users easy access.

This paper is an attempt to distinguish the dental market from the primary care market, and in so doing highlight distinctions that are important from a policy-making perspective. The article then focuses on how best to integrate oral health into existing primary care systems.


The purposes of this article is to differentiate between two concepts, need and demand, and to provide two interpretations of the concept of shortage as it applies to the provision of health services.


A quick clarification of a number of topic areas in their 1974 article by the same name. They clarify a number of points related to what assumptions were made in the writing of the last article as well as why these assumptions were made.


OBJECTIVE: This paper maps dentists, primary care physicians, physician assistants, nurse practitioners, and nurse midwives in rural areas and rural areas meeting criteria as underserved for primary health care. METHODS: Computer-based mapping was used to localize health care provider groups by five-digit ZIP code. For each rural and each rural primary care health professional shortage area (PC-HPSA) ZIP code, the number of providers in each group was determined. The different combinations of providers were determined. RESULTS: All providers in rural areas were present at levels substantially lower than national averages, particularly in PC-HPSA areas. Dentists were approximately equal in number to primary care physicians in rural areas and the largest group in PC-HPSAs. Approximately 75 percent of rural residents lived in ZIP code areas with dentists available. Over 5.8 million rural residents and over 50 percent of rural PC-HPSA residents had no providers available in their ZIP code areas. CONCLUSIONS: Rural areas continue to have a short supply of primary care providers and dentists. Dentists were present in many areas where primary care provider presence was absent or very low. These data, including those relating to provider copresence, can be used to develop strategies to overcome health care access problems due to provider shortages.


OBJECTIVE: To compare the health status of adult residents of health professional shortage areas (HPSAs) with adult residents of non-HPSAs. DESIGN: A random-digit dialing telephone survey. Respondents were subsequently classified by their county of residence as residing in an HPSA or non-HPSA. PARTICIPANTS: A sample of 470 adults (18 years or older) living in Kentucky. MAIN OUTCOME MEASURES: Health status was measured by the Medical Outcomes Study 20-Item Short-Form Health Survey's six subscales. RESULTS: Controlling for demographic variables in the multiple regression analysis, there were significant differences between HPSAs and non-HPSAs for the social, mental health, and pain subscales. An interaction between age and HPSAs in relation to health status was observed for the physical, social, mental health, health perception, and pain
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subscales. After stratification by age (18 to 44 years, 45 to 64 years, or 65 years or older), HPSA-designated areas were associated with poorer health status in all but the youngest age strata. Elders in HPSAs had the poorest health status. CONCLUSIONS: Health professional shortage areas are associated with poorer health status in the older segments of the adult population. Future policy may need to focus on increasing access not only to primary care services but also to specific types of services that may promote better health status of elderly residents of HPSAs.

Kushman, J., R. Scheffler, et al. (1977). *Non-Solo Dental Practice: Incentives and Returns to Scale*. Davis, Department of Agriculture Economics, University of California at Davis.


Selected proceedings from 3 day DHEW sponsored workshop on Health Manpower Shortage Areas stimulated by the addition of Section 332 of the Public Health Service Act which called for the delineation of new shortage criteria that would reference need, specify population groups that are underserved, and allow for the designation of facilities that have personnel shortages. The three day workshop included, but was not limited to, discussions and speakers on the historical development of HMSA criteria, methodology, data availability, and administrative difficulties/requirements.


Article discusses the history of shortage criteria and the shortcomings of various measures. It describes changes required by different congressional acts and the development of new criteria pursuant to those requirements. Article goes on to describe how changes to the shortage criteria have affected the programs for which the criteria serve a qualifying function.


This paper reviews the various indicators and criteria that are in use to identify rural and urban areas with shortages of primary care physicians, dentists, psychiatrists, or nurses; areas with medically underserved populations; high migrant impact areas; and areas of greatest need/shortage, leading to lists of designated shortage or underserved areas eligible for various federal and state programs; and to lists of areas with priority for resource placement. Presenting these shortage and underservice criteria at a workshop dealing with adequacy was not meant to suggest an equivalency between the concepts of "shortage," "underservice," and "adequacy," but the shortage and underservice criteria can be thought of as a floor on the definition of adequacy, and may contain elements of that definition. Refinements or revisions to the various criteria could probably better identify the needs in rural areas, or the kind of staffing mix needed in various types of areas, or improve priority setting among designated areas; but the existing criteria remain a good first screen to identify those areas with health services-related needs that require further attention.


The extensive Ontario Dental Manpower study completed in 1981 was based on a supply and demand approach. Projections through 1996 of both dental visits to be demanded and supplied under various policy, population projection, dental practice and student enrollment options were developed. The busyness of dentists and its important validating correlates, dental hygienists employment status and the public's dental utilization are reviewed. Using 1981 dental enrollment and population projections it was estimated that there would be an excess of dental visits supplied over those demanded of about 1.5 million visits in 1981 to 4.3 million visits in 1996. As one million visits is approximately equivalent to 300 dentists' practices, dental enrollment reductions were suggested. In
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1983 and 1984 enrollment at the two Ontario dental faculties was curtailed by about 21 percent for a number of reasons, one of which may have been manpower oversupply. Because or the probable excess supply situation, it was further suggested that dental hygienists enrollment of the future might also need to be reduced; however despite increased in lack of dentists busyness from 32 percent in 1978 to 46 percent in 1984, the dental community now feels more hygienists, not fewer, should be trained. This an other matters, including the very important manpower implication that population age and dental disease shifts have for dental manpower policy, are also discussed. The paper ends with a critical evaluation of certain aspect of an important recent paper on future Canadian dental treatment needs by Dogulass and Gammon. Their concept of future effective demand or met need is challenged. The compounding effect of demographic and epidemiological changes leading to greater personal and tooth survival is a most important considerations relative to future manpower planning. The need to examine carefully the most appropriate mix of dental personnel required in the future and for programs to enhance economic and geographic access to care by the elderly is emphasized.


OBJECTIVES: To use Medicaid claims data to construct patient origin-based market areas for dental services and compare constructed market areas with those based on the practice county. DATA SOURCE: North Carolina Medicaid claims, eligibility, and provider files, the Cooperative Health Information Systems' dentist licensure files, and the Log Into North Carolina data. STUDY DESIGN: A visit-level file was created from the Medicaid claims data and aggregated by provider practice county and patient county of residence. Using the aggregated file and an algorithm based on the Elzinga-Hogarty approach, patient travel patterns were used to construct mutually exclusive patient origin market areas. DATA ANALYSIS: Market area characteristics were compared across definitions using Pearson correlation coefficients. In addition, estimations of provider participation were performed using market area characteristics as control variables. The (beta) coefficients associated with market area characteristics were compared across market area definitions.
PRINCIPLE FINDINGS: Medicaid claims data, when combined with provider licensure files, can be used to construct market areas based on patient origin data. However, measures of market areas characteristics are correlated highly between the two types of market areas studied. Furthermore, (beta) coefficients on market areas variables in models of provider participation are similar in sign, significance, and magnitude across market definitions. CONCLUSIONS: Compared with market areas constructed using patient origin data, county-based market areas adequately proxy for dental markets. Using the county as the market area also avoids the time and computational costs associated with using a patient origin-based approach and facilitates the use of widely available data.

The demand and supply of dental services are discussed from an economic viewpoint in this article. Factors that affect demand and supply of goods and services in the business world are presented and equated with analogous factors influencing the demand and supply of services in the dental service industry. Under present day conditions, it might be advantageous to the dental profession to base manpower planning and dental fees on the demand for dental services, rather than on perceived needs for these services and increases in the cost of living index.
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The California Dental Access Project was developed to review and analyze the complex issues that must be considered and addressed to improve access to oral health care services for underserved populations in California. The project consisted of an extensive review of the literature, a survey of over 100 safety net dental programs, and an assessment by an expert advisory committee. Recommendations are framed as action steps to 1) foster partnerships and collaborative efforts, 2) use resources more efficiently, and 3) institute evidence-based models.

This study estimates the supply and geographic distribution of dentists in California and examines the community characteristics associated with supply of dentists. METHODS: The number of practicing dentists was estimated from American Dental Association data on licensed dentists in California. Each dentist's address was geocoded and matched to a Medical Service Study Area (MSSA). Dentist-to-population ratios were computed, and the association between dentist supply and community characteristics was analyzed in regression models. RESULTS: Approximately 20 percent of California communities may have a shortage of dentists. Two-thirds of dental shortage communities are rural. Communities with a lower supply of dentists have higher percentages of minorities, children, and low-income persons. Minority dentists were more likely to practice in minority communities. CONCLUSIONS: Geographic maldistribution of dentists may contribute to poor access to dental care in many communities, especially in rural, low-income, and minority communities. Minority dentists are more likely to practice in minority communities, but are a small portion of the dental workforce.

By many measures, the practice of dentistry has improved for the dentist over the past decade. Hours of work are down, and compensation is increasing. However, there is a growing disconnect between the dominant pattern of practice of the profession and the oral health needs of the nation. To address these needs, the profession will need to take some radical steps toward redefinition, or the responsibility for many of these needs and special populations may shift to other providers and other institutions.

Early article examining the utility of the provider to population ratio. The paper concentrates on improving the accuracy of the numerator of the statistic by using survey data to more reliably predict provider productivity. The authors conclude that though the DDS/population statistic is flawed and imprecise, it is still a potentially useful guide for policy makers.

Is access to dental care a problem for County Medical Services Program (CMSP) beneficiaries? If so, what can CMSP do to mitigate the dental access problem?
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This paper presents an analytical method for dental manpower planning for use by Health Systems Agencies. The planning methods discard geopolitical boundaries in favor of Dental Service Areas (DSA). A method for defining DSAs by aggregating Minor Civil Divisions based on current population mobility and current distribution of dentists is presented. The Dental Manpower Balance Model (DMBM) is presented to calculate shortages (or surpluses) of dentists. This model uses sociodemographic data to calculate the demand for dental services and age adjusted productivity measures to calculate the effective supply of dentists. A case study for the HSA region in Northeastern New York is presented. The case study demonstrates that, although the planning methods are quite simple, they are more flexible and produce more sensitive results than the normative ratio method of manpower planning.


Editorial discussing the ethical implications of relying on the private market to deliver dental services.


Describes the cohort effects of an aging population on dental health demand, argues for the necessity of a needs based approach to rationing care so as to adequately provide for the needs of the aged. Describes the system of needs based, resources allocation currently used by the veterans administration, and provides data indicating that such as system might be operationalizable on a statewide basis.


Nuckton, C. F. and J. E. Kushman (1976). The index of medical underservice : historical background and theoretical foundations, with computations for northern California. Davis, University of California Cooperative Extension-Agricultural Experiment Station Giannini Foundation of Agricultural Economics.


The aim of this investigation was to examine the relationship between the dental status of tooth surfaces, as recorded during the 1978 Adult Dental Health Survey, and the treatment dental attenders subsequently received. A year after the survey, almost twice as many surfaces had been filled than were predicted on the basis of the survey. After 3 yr, this had risen to a 3.5-fold difference. Despite this, 59% of the restorative need identified by the survey criteria remained unmet by the end of the 1st yr; 46% was unmet by the end of the 3rd yr. A surface that received a filling for the first time was three times more likely to have been identified as in need of filling during the survey than a surface which was refilled. These findings cast doubt upon the usefulness of the epidemiological survey as a tool for predicting restorative treatment, and show that maintenance of previous fillings was particularly poorly forecast by the survey data.
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Increased efficiency in health care and a more realistic assessment of medical and dental manpower deployment continue to be high priorities. This paper examines the role of different measures of supply, demand, and need within current and prospective public dental policy; ultimately advocating for a clear statement of the values and limitations of policies based on a given statistic.


Objective: To learn from physicians in the National Health Service Corps (referred to as NHSC or the Corps) scholarship program about their experiences in rural health professional shortage areas (HPSAs), to contrast their experiences with those of other physicians working in rural HPSAs, and to learn how HNSC physicians' retention is associated with the quality of their experiences. Design: Cohort study. Participants: Two groups of primary care physicians who moved to rural HPSAs nationwide from 1987 through 1990 were surveyed in 1991: group 1 consisted of all 675 physicians in the NHSC scholarship program, and group 2 consisted of a stratified random sample of 1000 non-Corps physicians. Response rates were 73.7% and 69.1%, respectively. Analyses used comparable subsets of 417 NHSC and 206 non-NHSC respondents. Results: Among NHSC physicians, 51% initially anticipated working in underserved areas longer than 10 years, although only 14% expected to remain more than 5 years in their assigned practices. Three quarters of the Corps group felt there were few acceptable practice sites available to them, one third likely would have preferred urban sites, and two thirds were matched in states where they had not lived or trained earlier. Corps physicians felt their spouses' and childrens' needs were less well satisfied in their communities than non-Corps physicians. Corps physicians reported lower satisfaction in their work and personal lives and demonstrated poorer retention. Group differences in satisfaction and retention remained after controlling for various features of physicians and sites where they worked. Among NHSC physicians, retention was dramatically lower for those less well matched to their communities and those less satisfied. Conclusions: The needs and preferences of NHSC physicians and families are not well accommodated. Low morale and poor retention are endemic among MHSC physicians. The NHSC is challenged by twin goals of meeting the immediate needs of underserved communities and providing personally and professionally satisfying environments where physicians can pursue long-term careers.


Prescott, P. (1991). "Forecasting requirements for health care personnel." Nursing Economics 9(1): 18-24. Accurate forecasting of requirements for health care personnel is an important part of avoiding significant imbalances that create costly inefficiencies in health care markets. Manpower shortages threaten access, quality, and costs of health care. This article reviews five general approaches previously used to determine manpower requirements. Suggestions are made for the analytic components of a comprehensive model for identifying significant imbalances in supply or demand for health care workers.


A Joint Working Group of the WHO and FDI was formed in 1981 to investigate the dramatic decrease in caries in children and young people that had been observed in a number of industrialized countries in the 1970s. The results of this investigation are reported in this series of three articles. Parts 1 and 2 described the assembly and analysis of all available data on the decrease, and identified
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the widespread availability of fluoride toothpaste as the most probable cause. Inevitably in developed
countries with declining caries incidence there will be a decreased need for dental services, and
hence a change in the need for dental personnel. This third article will examine the likely effects on
staffing needs and outline a suggested methodology for manpower planning. The lack of adequate
data makes prediction a precarious procedure, and this review indicates the urgent need for regular
dental health monitoring and better manpower planning in all countries.

This paper makes use of a demand based test statistic as a means for assessing dental supply
adequacy. The author uses dental visits and demographic data to form a demand estimate, and
compared this to a busyness statistic that serves as a proxy for supply.

The challenges to the dental profession include the unemployed dentists, the radical changes to the
numbers of dental schools and their intake of new students; and the imbalance which exists on a
global scale between oral health personnel and service need and demand. Workforce planning needs
clearly defined goals that relate to the nature of disease, the shift from treatment to prevention and
consumer expectations. A wide variety of information is required to facilitate communication and
co-operation with elements of the political system, the educational system, professional bodies,
health service agencies and consumers. It is essential that national planning and monitoring groups
be established with membership from dental associations, educational institutions and government.
In workforce planning there must be the ability to accept change, to be creative, to be positive, and to
be decisive.

Rozier, R., W. McFall, et al. (1983). "Policy implications of the epidemiology of dental diseases for the
prevention and control of periodontal disease: the North Carolina studies." J Public Health Dent
The North Carolina Dental Manpower Study indicated that periodontal disease was widespread and
little was being done to control the disease. We have continued to address issues identified by the
Dental Manpower Study in order to better understand the high prevalence of periodontal disease.
Drawing from the theoretical basis of behavioral science and the clinical and epidemiological
knowledge of periodontal disease, we have planned a strategy for testing the feasibility for
controlling periodontal disease through dental health services. Only when attention to periodontal
disease pervades the thinking and behavior of all segments of the dental care system--professional
education, professional certification and regulation, financing mechanisms, consumers, and dental
research--will factors be totally conducive to controlling this problem.

A recent conference of the California Society of Pediatric Dentists discussed issues surrounding the
shortage of pediatric dentists in the state. Several contributing factors were identified and
recommendations made regarding ways of working with the dental schools to help increase the
number of practitioners. This article frames the problem regarding servicing the state's children and
discusses some recommended actions.

15-7.
Graham Try (page 9) has suggested that the UK is heading towards dentist shortage. This paper picks
up the story from there, speculating on how a shortage of dentists might stimulate changes in
working methods. The market place will look for workforce configurations which make business
sense at practice level and which deliver services in a form which patients find helpful and convenient. Although some dental procedures can be carried out by people with less training than dentists, this may not contribute to economic efficiency and could make the customer service experience less appealing. Changes in the structure of the workforce may therefore be less radical than has sometimes been suggested. Much depends on how decision-making and regulatory processes evolve. It seems likely that local and practice level decision-making will grow at the expense of central planning.

This article clarifies the rationale for identifying treatment needs and the importance of wedding estimates of potential demand to epidemiological data. The article goes on to explicate four steps toward identifying treatment needs of a population: 1) Assessment of the dental health status of the population; 2) Translation of dental conditions into needs for services; 3) Estimation of the time required to provide the needed services; 4) Conversion of required time into personnel requirements.

Provides theoretical underpinning for the North Carolina Dental Manpower Project. Discusses Schonfeld's algorithm for conducting a needs-based personnel assessment, provides concrete examples of how best to conduct a needs-based assessment and discusses the methodological problems implied thereby.


This paper is intended as a contribution to discussions on the future of oral health care services in Ireland. It does not attempt to answer the question 'How many dentists should we train?' Rather it suggests how the answer to such a question might be arrived at in the context of planning oral health care services. The answer sought should be practical, capable of implementation and part of a general strategy towards better health care in the community.

Focuses on how to make effective need-based estimates of public health dental workforce requirements. Discusses requisite data sources, methodological issues and various examples of test statistics.


Following publication of the Task Force's recommendations for improving dental care access among low-income populations, North Carolina has taken several steps forward. The Division of Medical Assistance and the NC Dental Society are forming an advisory committee (comprising Medicaid patients, providers, and representatives from all elements of organized dentistry in the state) to review dental coverage and reimbursement rates. Using existing state funds, the NC Office of Research, Demonstrations and Rural Health Development has recruited 15 additional dentists and 1
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dental hygienist to practice in community facilities serving low-income and uninsured patients. In 1999, the NC General Assembly revised the NC Dental Practice Act. Now, under the general direction of a licensed public health dentist, specially trained public health dental hygienists can perform oral health screenings and preventive and educational services outside the public school setting. The NC Institute of Medicine has begun exploring how to use dental hygienists to expand preventive dental services to underserved populations in federally-funded community or migrant health centers, state-funded health clinics, and the not-for-profit clinics that serve predominantly Medicaid, low-income or uninsured populations.


Using a formula developed by the State of Kentucky and the best data available for the State of Tennessee, it is estimated that this state currently has a slight oversupply of dentists, but that by the turn of the century this will have become a shortage. There is no reason to doubt these estimates except that for confidence in them we will need state-specific data on the supply of dental manpower, the need for dental care, and the demand for dental care. Following the recommendations of the Institute of Medicine and others, the College of Dentistry has initiated the Dental Manpower Project to develop and maintain a database that will allow Tennessee to forecast and monitor trends in the supply of dental personnel and factors affecting need and demand. Hopefully, such an activity will help us avoid mistakes like those made 25 to 30 years ago that resulted in the education of too many dentists nationwide (and in this state) and an unfortunate breach between practitioners and dental education.


This paper focuses on one aspect of access to physicians' services, the time patients spend obtaining physicians' service. Patient time is divided into travel and waiting time components. Communities in which the patient's total time commitment tends to be the highest are generally the most populous cities. Pairwise comparisons between central cities and non-central cities in the 22 largest Standard Metropolitan Statistical Areas (SMSAs) reveal that patient is higher in central cities in the vast majority of cases. Although the area physician-population ratio tends to have the anticipated negative impact on patient time, the ratio explains very little of the total intercommunity variation in the latter variable. Implications for physician manpower policy are discussed.


This paper presents a background discussion of the estimation of normative need for dental care. Definitions are given which differentiate normative need for dental care from perceived need, demand, or utilization. Four different approaches to obtaining estimates of normative need for dental care are outlined. They are the translation of data from surveys of dental status, surveys of need for dental care, analyses of service or treatment records, and best judgment of dental practitioners. Present limitations within the four approaches to estimating need to include factors such as objectivity, directness, completeness, precision, and extent of population coverage. Applications of estimates of need for dental care are identified in the areas of evaluation, setting of priorities, and planning of dental health programs. Current developments in the area of health services, including the concepts of an adequate minimum standard for personal health services, quality assurance, and
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rationing by need, are seen as providing some impetus for greater interest in need for dental care. Future directions in the estimation of dental needs will depend upon the validation of the approaches outlined, as well as general factors including costs of collecting data on dental status and need for dental care in population.

Spencer, A. (1982). "Dental manpower: a transitional matrix analysis of study." *Aust Dent J* **27**(4): 248-53. The projected supply of dentists in Australia up to 1991 was analysed using a transitional matrix model. The analysis illustrated the importance of selection of baseline data on the stock of dentists and the sensitivity of the projections of supply to assumptions on recruitment of Australian graduates and to migration of foreign dentists into Australia. The analysis also provided data on the changing age distribution of Australian dentists and the rates of wastage from the dental manpower stock. Directions for further development of a transitional matrix model for the study of dental manpower are discussed.

Spencer, A. (1985). "The role of epidemiological surveys in planning dental services: are they a useful tool?" *Community Dent Health* **2**(4): 277-83. The Paper Critically Examines the role of oral epidemiological surveys in planning dental services. These surveys play a major role in feedback and review; establishing goals; setting objectives; identification, evaluation and choice between alternative programs. Paper critically examines the usefulness of epidemiological data for policy analysis, suggests improvements to current models for their use.


Stangel, I. (1992). "Factors affecting the future need for dental manpower in Canada and Quebec." *J Can Dent Assoc.* **58**(12): 1005, 1008-10, 1014. During the past decade, dental faculties in North America have reduced class sizes due to a perceived oversupply of dentists. Several schools have been closed outright, and others have been threatened with closure. These actions may have a negative impact on the future supply of dentists. The current beliefs with regards to the oversupply of dentists have inadequately accounted for the dramatic demographic and epidemiologic changes that are occurring in North America. Major changes in population distribution and disease trends point to an increased need for adult dental services in the future. Therefore, models for dental manpower needs should integrate these data to avoid a potential shortage of dental health care personnel in the future.

Striffler, D. (1983). Dental Treatment: Need, Demand, and Utilization. *Dentistry, Dental Practice, and the Community.* Y. W. Striffler DF, Burt BA. Philadelphia, PA, WB Saunders and CO.: 293-339. This article discusses the different frames from which one may view the question of what constitutes adequate, effective, and efficient dental treatment. The article discusses the particularities of the dental market, how the market should be evaluated, different data sources, and on factors of particular significance to the future direction for dental personnel assessment.
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The role of state government in supporting the education and training of health professionals is well established. States have been involved in financing medical education for close to 50 years. There is a long tradition of support for loan and scholarship programs for medical students and physicians in training. State concerns about the maldistribution of physicians and the unmet needs of many rural and inner city areas are also long-standing. Many states have followed the federal government's lead by establishing a health service corps loan program or similar loan and scholarship programs to create a cadre of physicians who will practice in underserved areas for a specified period of time. In addition, states have invested in area health education centers, a program initiated by the federal government in 1971 to provide expanded regional educational networks, particularly in underserved areas. These various programs have not solved the health workforce problems of rural and inner city communities. Physician shortages persist and, in some areas, have worsened. Consequently, states have been reexamining both the problems and potential solutions associated with attracting physicians to practice in underserved areas. As a result, states are modifying various forms of educational support and financial incentives for students and residents in the hope that these changes will make a difference. More focused, coordinated programs are also being developed in state government to address a broader range of issues affecting workforce access and service delivery problems in underserved areas. New emphasis is being placed on the student selection process and development of community-based education. In addition, attention is being directed to improving the practice environment, and area which until recently was largely neglected.


In the fall of 1974 the Minnesota Dental Association, with assistance from the Dental Information Service Center, completed the initial analysis of the data collected under the MDA shortage Area Study. The MDA study was conceived as a result of the problems encountered in 1972 by the leadership of Minnesota dentistry and by representatives of the Department of Health, Education and Welfare. The present article is intended to summarize the findings of the study and to extend this information to the profession at large.


A study was initiated by the Minnesota Dental Association to identify criteria that dental practitioners use in defining a dental manpower shortage area and to determine the perceived effectiveness and acceptability of solutions to the manpower shortage problem. This report from the association presents the study findings. The five factors, in order of importance, that should be considered in a definition of a manpower shortage area are the public's "dental IQ," the ratio of dentists to population, the availability of dental appointment times, the age and productivity of practicing dentists in the area, and the distance patients must travel to the dentist. Minnesota dentists perceived dental placement techniques to be more effective and acceptable than financial incentives or the use of auxiliary personnel in solving the dental manpower shortage problem.


